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 Eye gaze as a proxy for attention
    
Eye gaze as a proxy for attention file:///Users/jmulliga/working/public_html/home/presentations/modvis16/orig_data1.htm
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Data sorted by "UseCase" (phase of flight) and "Area"
     
 Format of the "raw" data
     
Format of the raw data file:///Users/jmulliga/working/public_html/home/presentations/modvis16/raw_data1.htm
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 Converting the data back to a time series
    
Converting the data back to a time series file:///Users/jmulliga/working/public_html/home/presentations/modvis16/proc_data1.htm
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Convert from time series to fixation counts
      (using average fixation duration)
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 A 21 second example
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Probability of next state depends only on current state
    
 A Markov model of fixation sequences
    
A Markov model of fixation sequences file:///Users/jmulliga/working/public_html/home/presentations/modvis16/markov2.htm




Example Markov models file:///Users/jmulliga/working/public_html/home/presentations/modvis16/mat_example8.htm
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Synthetic data experiment details
     
   
10 randomly generated activities
   
2 sample records for each activity
   
Compare statistics of matched/unmatched pairs
Synthetic data experiment details file:///Users/jmulliga/working/public_html/home/presentations/modvis16/synth_exp1b.htm








 A scale-space image of Chi-squared p
    
A scale-space image of Chi-squared p file:///Users/jmulliga/working/public_html/home/presentations/modvis16/scale_space_si...








 A scale-space image of Chi-squared p
    
A scale-space image of Chi-squared p file:///Users/jmulliga/working/public_html/home/presentations/modvis16/scale_space_si...
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 Cumulative distributions of p-values
    
Cumulative distributions of p-values file:///Users/jmulliga/working/public_html/home/presentations/modvis16/cum_example1.htm
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  An ROC curve
     
An ROC curve for discriminating matched from mismatched activities file:///Users/jmulliga/working/public_html/home/presentations/modvis16/roc_example1.htm
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  AUC vs. scale
     
AUC vs. scale file:///Users/jmulliga/working/public_html/home/presentations/modvis16/single_auc_plot.htm
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  AUC vs. scale
     
AUC vs. scale file:///Users/jmulliga/working/public_html/home/presentations/modvis16/activity_auc_pl...
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  AUC vs. scale
     
AUC vs. scale file:///Users/jmulliga/working/public_html/home/presentations/modvis16/activity_auc_pl...
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  Average of all crews
     
Average of all crews file:///Users/jmulliga/working/public_html/home/presentations/modvis16/human_auc_plo...
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What to make of the human data?
     
   
Very low p values at long time windows
   
Suggests pilot and first officer average behaviors differ
   
Suggests simple Markov model is a poor description
What to make of the human data? file:///Users/jmulliga/working/public_html/home/presentations/modvis16/human_puzzle1.htm
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  AUC vs. scale
     
AUC vs. scale file:///Users/jmulliga/working/public_html/home/presentations/modvis16/activity_auc_pl...
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Chi-square statistics can be used to compare scan paths
 
Results suggest that shared attention in the cockpit
   is limited to intervals < 1 minute
 
Human activities in the cockpit are poorly described
   by random Markov processes
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